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Abstract
Access of agricultural information is influenced by social, personal, psychological and economic factors. These led to plan and conduct a study on factors associated with access of agricultural information by the farmers. The findings revealed that family education, computer literacy extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT, innovation proneness, attitude towards IT, and agricultural information needs were found positively and significantly correlated with agricultural information access at 1% level of probability, as depicted by the correlation coefficient value (r) of 0.527, 0.165, 0.371, 0.458, 0.208, 0.471 and 0.642, respectively. Annual agricultural income was found to have positive and significant correlation at 5% level of probability. All the selected variables could explain the variability up to 61.50%. The variables viz. agricultural information needs, extension contact, attitude towards IT, family education and exposure to mass media and IT explained the variability by 61.30% of which information needs alone contributed to the tune of 41.30%. Hence, an appropriate extension strategy could be adopted so that unfelt needs of the farmers get converted into felt needs for enhanced information access by the farmers.
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Introduction
The main role of extension is to empower farmers and enable them to identify and analyze their agricultural problems and be able to make the right decisions (Kimaro et al., 2010) [4]. Jain (2010) [3] pointed out that the central task of extension is to assist rural families to be able to help themselves through application of science to their daily life of farming and home-making and that it uses communication of valuable information, which helps people make sound decisions. In recent past, information access has been facilitated by technological and institutional interventions in the field of ICT.

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has brought about revolution in communication sector and contributed significantly to industry, business and governance. (Bhatnagar and Rao, 2007) [7]. Government has been promoting IT-enabled services in rural areas through common service centres (CSCs).

Farmers access different types of agricultural information from different sources. The gamut of information includes variety, seed rate, seed treatment, fertilizer management, inter-cultural operations, insect-pest management, disease management, weed management, weather, market price and post-harvest and value addition. The sources available for accessing this information may be Scientists, Extension personnel, Bank officers, PACS, Input Dealers, Krishak Mitra, Progressive Farmers, Kisan Call Centre, and Common Service Centre etc. However, access of agricultural information is influenced by the socio-psycho-personal and economic characteristics of farmers.

In this background, a study was conducted to find out association and relative contribution of the variables viz; size of holding, family education, computer literacy, social participation, extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT, innovation proneness, attitude towards IT, annual agricultural income and agricultural information needs towards access of agricultural information.

Methodology
The research design adopted for the study was ex-post facto, since the phenomenon had already taken place. The study was conducted in the purposively selected three districts one each from three divisions of Jharkhand state i.e.
Deoghar from Santhal Paragana, Hazaribag from North Chhotanagpur and Ranchi from South Chhotanagpur. Two blocks each were purposively selected from selected district based on the suggestions of special purpose vehicle (SPV) which is responsible for promotion of CSCs in the state. Thus Sarath and Mohanpur blocks from Deoghar district, Katkamdag and Churuch blocks from Hazaribag district and Kanke and Ormanjhi blocks from Ranchi district were selected for the study. Five Panchayats from each block were selected randomly. Ten farmers from each Panchayat were randomly selected. Thus, the sample size constituted 300 farmer respondents. On the basis of extensive review of literature and discussion with experts of the discipline, relevant variables were selected for in-depth study. The selected dependent and independent variables were measured with appropriate tests and scales.

Results and Discussions

Association and relative contribution of socio-psycho-personal and economic characteristics viz. size of holding, family education, computer literacy, social participation, extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT, innovation proneness, attitude towards IT, annual agricultural income and agricultural information needs of farmers towards access of agricultural information were calculated which are presented in subsequent tables.

Association of access of agricultural information with socio-psycho personal and economic characteristics of farmer respondents

Correlation coefficients of agricultural information access with socio-psycho-personal and economic characteristics of farmer respondents are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Correlation co-efficient of agricultural information access with socio-psycho-personal and economic characteristics of farmer respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Correlation co-efficient (r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Size of holding</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Family education</td>
<td>0.527*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>0.165*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social participation</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extension contact</td>
<td>0.371**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Exposure to mass media and IT</td>
<td>0.458*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Innovation proneness</td>
<td>0.207**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Attitude towards IT</td>
<td>0.471**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Annual agriculture income</td>
<td>0.136*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Agriculture information needs</td>
<td>0.642**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at the 0.05 level of probability
** Significant at the 0.01 level of probability

It is evident from the table that out of 10 selected variables family education, computer literacy, extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT, innovation proneness, attitude towards IT, annual agricultural income, agricultural information needs could explain the variability to the extent of 61.50% as revealed by \( R^2 = 0.615 \) Adj. \( R^2 = 0.601 \). The variables like family education, attitude towards IT and agricultural information needs were found positive and significant at 1% level of probability. Similarly, the variables viz. extension contact and exposure to mass media and IT, were found positively significant at 5% level of probability. Omani and Chizari (2007) [6] observed that the level of education, IT knowledge, social participation, level of job satisfaction, income and extent of information seeking motivation may well account for 76% of changes in perceptions of agricultural extension agents.

Regression model of agricultural information access

Regression model of agricultural information access is presented in Table 3.
Regression model of agricultural information access was computed by enter, backward and forward method. Enter method takes into account all the variables which could explain the variability up to 61.50%. In backward method the variables viz. agricultural information needs, extension contact, attitude towards IT, family education and exposure to mass media and IT explained the variability by 61.30%. The forward method revealed that information needs alone had explained the variability to the tune of 41.30%.

It could be inferred from the findings that agricultural information need is the most vital factor for agricultural information access. Need in fact drives the individual to action, thereby farmers strive for access of agricultural information. Therefore, the strategy should be formulated so that unfelt needs of the farmers get converted into felt needs. The extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT should be increased by massive extension programmes. Attitude towards IT could be made favorable by training and demonstration activities.

Conclusions
Independent variables viz: family education, computer literacy extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT, innovation proneness, attitude towards IT, annual agricultural income and agricultural information need were found positively and significantly correlated with agricultural information access. Rest of the variables viz. size of holdings and social participation were found non-significantly correlated with agricultural information. All selected independent variables together could explain the variability to the extent of 61.50%. Among all, Information needs in agriculture, extension contact, attitude towards IT family education and exposure to mass media and IT together were found important. It could be concluded from the findings that agricultural information need is the most vital factor for agricultural information access. Therefore, strategy should be formulated so that unfelt needs of the farmers get converted into felt needs. At the same time, extension contact, exposure to mass media and IT should be increased by massive extension programmes and attitude towards IT should be made favorable by training and advisory activities.
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